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From: [REDACTED] 
Sent: 09 November 2020 17:04 
To: First Minister <firstminister@gov.scot> 
Subject: covid 19 restrictions with specific reference to hospitality 
 
 
Hi First Minister, 
As a local new publican to [REDACTED] but not to the world of business, I have a few questions or 
opinions for you to consider. My comments are declared around a self-interest but also in the 
interest to all to get it right for all so we can all get back to normal, nor is my mail political in any 
way, difficult decisions have to be made, but if the decisions do not get past the public smell test or 
appear ridiculous then all the decisions made, appropriate or not, are regarded as illogical and 
treated with contempt within large sections of the public, for example, meal inside with soft but go 
outside for an alcoholic drink ?, no back ground music, really, the public will not thank you for these 
ridiculous decisions. 
 
Whether you realise it or not you and your health /science advisers are becoming known as 
hospitality haters and control freaks, a label I personally find a bit extreme, that being said consider 
the reality of some of the Scot gov actions so far. 
You lock down the hospitality sector, large or small venues treated as the same, fair enough, you 
close down all premises with the common theme of alcohol yet you allow off licenses and 
supermarkets to stay open to trade and  fuel the home social parties and drinking events you are 
trying to avoid, the only reason you have not closed them is you know if you did so there would be 
uncontrollable riots on the streets, therefore, this is cherry picking the easy targets, leave “off 
license” venues alone and close pubs and restaurants. The other route you could have taken but did 
not as it would be politically incorrect was to lock down everyone under 25, you know and I know 
this is the main catalyst for transmission and still probably  is. 
 
These so called easy targets have spent much time and money creating safe controllable venues only 
to be closed down and deny the public access and it should be no surprise house parties and home 
meeting are happening all over the place and unlike the pubs and restaurants this cannot be 
controlled by the police. I can see that reducing the trading hours of a pub will help control the social 
distancing discipline but to close at 10pm, was and is, too early to close as this only fuels the house 
parties, these are school boy errors which discredit all the rules you are trying to implement, lack of 
visible science figures, by your own admission, are not available so closing the pubs as opposed to 
construction is only a suspicion of covid transmission, not a fact. 
 
The closure of these business and the damage done will be huge, the grant offered to my 
business  which is a mid-size community pub is simply not enough to pay my standing monthly costs, 
in addition the start stop approach and indefinite open ended time periods since 23rd March has cost 
me many thousands of pounds in “out of date” stock. 
 
Personally I am still curious to know what scot Gov expected when they unleashed the public, 
students and schools back into the population, the numbers were always going to rocket as all we 
had achieved was to release the public from an imprisoned lock down without offering any new 
protection back into the community. 
 



I appreciate these decisions are really tough and you will have to live with your decisions, my main 
advice is to widen your circle of advisors to include people on the street and from the sectors 
affected, there are smarter ways of getting the same result, from where I sit I think you have done a 
great disservice to the trade, I have witnessed many businesses investing and controlling and serving 
the public in a safe way, as we move forward you would be better served by handing the baton back 
and empower the trade who I am sure would continue to treat their responsibilities seriously 
removing some of that burden from you good selves, the irony of all of this is the section of the 
trade  re off licenses are the ones who have been unaffected by this pandemic and is the sector that 
has done the least to help the cause, you definitely should have taken action against this sector to 
level the playing field for other hospitality venues despite the outrage it could have created. 
I certainly do not envy you in the decisions yet to be made, there is no need to reply or defend your 
case with me, you have much to do elsewhere, all I ask is you consider some of the content in this 
mail. 
Best Regards,  
[REDACTED] 
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From: [REDACTED] 

Date: 10 November 2020 at 15:57:01 GMT 

To: Nicola Sturgeon <Nicola.Sturgeon@snp.org> 

Subject: Hospitality 

I totally understand and appreciate everything you’re trying to do.   What I’m a wee bit 

concerned about is, most of us pub owners have went to great lengths to do what’s 

asked.....   still think most of us have to realise that although you book a table for a group of 

two households, I think they would still need to be socially distanced.... most places don’t do 

this.  Anyway,  can you not do anything about the supermarkets,  people are buying alcohol 

there and then having house/garden parties,  it’s a little bit like us publicans are getting 

punished for spreading this virus when actually it’s probably all these parties.  We know it’s 

happening.  Yes I’ve maybe had 3 young boys in my beer garden but I made especially sure 

they were 2mtr apart and I knew if I turned them all away when the third one turned up 

unexpectedly, the place they would’ve headed was home to sit in the warm altogether 

probably with the parents in the house as well.   I’ve decided common sense should help get 

us through this unfortunately I’ve also decided that there’s not many folk out there 

equipped!!!   Please please please think about the supermarkets. 

Thank you  

[REDACTED] 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: [REDACTED] 
Sent: 11 November 2020 19:03 
To: First Minister <firstminister@gov.scot> 
Subject: Fw: Business Hardship Fund - Unlicensed Cafes 

 

Hi Nicola, 
Another week down, another tier 3 and another week with NO SUPPORT. 
I really need you to relook at the below. 
 

 
From: [REDACTED] 
Sent: 04 November 2020 13:55 
To: Nicola.Sturgeon.msp@parliament.scot <Nicola.Sturgeon.msp@parliament.scot> 
Subject: Business Hardship Fund - Unlicensed Cafes  

  

Hi Nicola, 
I hope your well given the situation and must commend your work as a whole. 
However I must query why a unlicensed cafe can not claim the hardship grant yet I still have 
to close at 6pm? 
This is terribly unfair. 
I understand the law and am law abiding but this is having a financial detriment to myself 
and my family. 
Please can you explain why this is the case? 
Thanks 
[REDACTED] 
 

 
From: hhg <hhg@dundeecity.gov.uk> 
Sent: 04 November 2020 13:00 
To: [REDACTED] 
Subject: Business Hardship Fund  

  

Good Afternoon 
 
Local Authorities have been raising issue's with Scottish Government where they feel they 
feel clarification is required around the eligibility of individual businesses. Please find below 
the response in relation to unlicensed cafes. 
 

 

69. 
Unlicensed 
café’s  

70. Are unlicensed 
cafes now required 
to close early 
eligible? How is 
café being defined?  

 No   
 
  

 “cafe” means an establishment whose primary business 

activity, in the ordinary course of its business, is the sale 

of non-alcoholic drinks, snacks or light meals, which 

may be consumed on the premises,”  

3/11/20  
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As you will see from above unlicensed cafes are ineligible, including those who opened 
normally opened late and are now required to close early. 
 
Business Hardship Grants Officer  
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From: [REDACTED] 
Sent: 02 November 2020 10:09 
To: Sturgeon N (Nicola), MSP <Nicola.Sturgeon.msp@parliament.scot> 
Cc: FitzPatrick J (Joe), MSP <Joe.FitzPatrick.msp@parliament.scot>; Robison S (Shona), MSP 
<Shona.Robison.msp@parliament.scot>; Swinney J (John), MSP 
<John.Swinney.msp@parliament.scot> 
Subject: Dundee restaurants operating in level 3  
Importance: High 
 
CAUTION: This e-mail originated from outside of The Scottish Parliament. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Good morning First Minister,  
 
Dundee restaurants operating in level 3 
 
Firstly I commend your efforts since day one of this dreadful outbreak. You have been ever present 
for our nation and your daily updates have been admirable.  
 
As a restaurant owner in Dundee we now facing very difficult times as we trade in level 3.  Our sales 
figures are now worse than the weeks leading up the first lockdown at the end of March.  
 
Level 3 as you may know does not assist with running a viable restaurant with all associated high 
running costs still being present.  
 
The hardship fund covers approx. 1/15th of our fixed running costs and we are still waiting to receive 
our payment from Dundee City Council. 
 
Being restricted to operate between 12:00pm and 6:00pm is not beneficial either as between 
3:00pm and 6:00pm, a very high percentage of the public are working, collecting children from 
school and then there is not enough time between 5-6pm to enjoy a meal.  Eating out is a luxury for 
many and I am sure you will agree that it isn’t as enjoyable when rushed.  
 
I fully understand your comments regarding the Scottish Government only having resources to cover 
the deficit for a limited period, however under these circumstances I feel it is not viable to operate a 
restaurant.   
 
I would also like to raise that a restaurant and pub have completely different dynamics, therefore I 
would ask your party to consider the following for restaurants currently in level 3.  
 

 Allow restaurants to operate between 12-8pm and serve alcohol with a main meal.  
 
I would like to know the reason why serving alcohol with a main meal in level 3 is not possible.  
 
Peak times for our industry are 12-3pm and 5-10pm.  This needs taken into serious consideration 
before millions of jobs are lost and businesses close their doors for good.  
 
I do understand you have a very difficult decision to make when trying to protect the NHS, prevent 
deaths and save the economy.  I would, however urge you to reconsider the restrictions within level 
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3 in order that many businesses similar to ours can survive.  As you have outlined many times, 
people’s mental health is also at risk.  If businesses can demonstrate that they are following the rules 
and procedures then let them stay open as this will assist with employees and customers state of 
minds.  
 
Following Saturday’s announcement by Boris Johnson, I now know you are faced with another battle 
trying to secure a guarantee that Scotland will be protected by the UK Government if and when 
required.  I really feel we as a whole nation need to be united at this time and I don’t think there’s 
ever been a more relevant time in recent history to be a united front.  
 
This isn’t political, it is about saving our crumbling economy. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you.  
 

Kind regards, 
[REDACTED] 
Forfar  

 
Tel: [REDACTED] 
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From: [REDACTED] 
Sent: 04 November 2020 12:34 
To: Hyslop F (Fiona), MSP <Fiona.Hyslop.msp@parliament.scot> 
Cc: THEWLISS, Alison <alison.thewliss.mp@parliament.uk>; andrewg.murphy@parliament.uk; 
FitzPatrick J (Joe), MSP <Joe.FitzPatrick.msp@parliament.scot>; Hepburn J (Jamie), MSP 
<Jamie.Hepburn.msp@parliament.scot>; chris.law.mp@parliament.uk 
Subject: Nightclub Fund. 

 
CAUTION: This e-mail originated from outside of The Scottish Parliament. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe. 

 

Hi Fiona. 

I hope you're well and thank you for the work your doing throughout this pandemic. 

 

I wanted to reach out to you regarding the Nightclub fund put in place by Scottish 

Government.  Initially I was overjoyed to hear of the support for premises in this industry 

who haven't opened since March 2020 and would receive support, as I read further I became 

more concerned about what a Nightclub would be classed as and wanted to reach out 

regarding my experience to date. 

 

I've cc'd in Jamie Hepburn who I'm aware from the Nightclub fund u-turn to include 

Nightclubs that re-opened was instrumental in this change & also Alison Thewliss our local 

MP for 2 of our Glasgow premises and with her colleagues have been absolutely incredible 

throughout this pandemic in supporting ourselves and other hospitality businesses. 

 

First, I was contacted by a staff member at Falkirk Council regarding the nightclub fund who 

believed that we were suitable for the fund which we are glad to hear.  

I asked them regarding our other premises in Dundee and Glasgow and what the criteria was 

for the Nightclub fund and the staff member provided the below details...  

Local authorities have been asked to identify Nightclubs on their area from a mixture of Non 

domestic rates / licensing information and local knowledge 

We’ve been given the following criteria:  

An entertainment premises that is open until at least 2am at the weekend, and the 
main or routine operation of the premises is after 7pm,  and where the majority of the 
premises are given over to permanent dance floor facilities.  It must also: 

 have a permanent DJ Performance Area/Booth;  
 be licensed for Recorded Music, Dance Facilities & Live Performance (at Q5 

Activities Matrix within the Premises Licence Operating Plan); and  
 the premises Licence Operating Plan at 5(g) must confirm it trades Post 

01.00am with music exceeding 85 DB and more patrons likely to be standing 
than seated.  
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I checked our premises in Glasgow/Dundee and the contact asked me to pass 
on details to pass onto the relevant persons at each council once I'd 
confirmed each premise met all points of the criteria.  
 
Today I've been told our venues are "Music Venues" and therefore don't 
apply. I'm concerned as to why this is the case, After other club owners such 
as [REDACTED] was in touch regarding the nightclub fund and pushed that 
premises who re-opened would be eligible and I'm now increasingly 
concerned that it seems that Nightclubs who are nightclubs are being labeled 
solely "Music Venues" and will miss the fund even when a large / majority 
share of the premises opening falls under "Nightclub".  Will it be the case that 
premises such as [REDACTED]and [REDACTED]will miss out on the fund in 
addition to our other 3 premises although they meet all parts of the set out 
criteria.  

Hi [REDACTED] 

I’ve got some feedback from colleagues in Dundee and Glasgow regarding the other 

businesses. 

Both advised the other venues didn’t meet the criteria as are live music venues and are 

therefore  not on the list. 
 
Our premises are noted below. In terms of licensing, trading and setup all fall 
within the nightclub setting. 2 of them are as per the SAA website "Nightclubs" 
and all 4 premises fall within the criteria set out and sent to me above at every 
point.  In the case of our premises [REDACTED] we are yet to receive any 
funding at all due to issues with the Glasgow Rates Dept and hearing of this fund 
we we're hoping it would be our last lifeline to avoid closure. Additionally none of 
our premises have opened throughout the pandemic in any form as we felt a duty 
of care regard both staff and patrons. When applying for previous funding 
[REDACTED] was told as a nightclub it wasn't eligible for funds, now it is a 
Music venue? The premises initially contacted to state it would be eligible was 
[REDACTED].  
 
I'd welcome your reply and thoughts on the comments above. 
 
 
Regards, [REDACTED] 
 
Our Premises are:  
 
[REDACTED] 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: [REDACTED] 
Sent: 09 November 2020 15:47 
To: First Minister <firstminister@gov.scot> 
Subject: Nightclubs.  
 
Hi  
 
I am a struggling nightclub owner not that the Scottish goverment care about that as 
there is no help for us.    
 
I am just wanting to no if there is any kind of date  for nightclubs to open even if it’s 
with restricted numbers please give this industry some kind off hope off when we can 
open please even a date that we can work to.   
 
Thanks.  [REDACTED] 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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From: [REDACTED]@glasgow.gov.uk>  
Sent: 11 November 2020 11:48 
To: [REDACTED] 
Cc: [REDACTED]; Scottish Ministers <Scottish_Ministers@gov.scot>; [REDACTED]; THEWLISS, Alison 
<alison.thewliss.mp@parliament.uk>; andrewg.murphy@parliament.uk 
Subject: RE: Nightclub Fund - [REDACTED]. (OFFICIAL) 

 

 
OFFICIAL 

 
[REDACTED] 
 
Many thanks for your email.  I will pick this up with colleagues in government as soon as possible.  It 
may be tomorrow morning before I get the chance to come back with a full response. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
[REDACTED] 
Development and Regeneration Services 
Glasgow City Council 
231 George Street, Glasgow, G1 1RX 
Scotland, UK 
[REDACTED] 
w: www.glasgow.gov.uk   
********************************** 
 
From: [REDACTED] 
Sent: 10 November 2020 12:09 
To: [REDACTED]@glasgow.gov.uk> 
Cc: [REDACTED]; scottish.ministers@gov.scot; [REDACTED]; THEWLISS, Alison 
<alison.thewliss.mp@parliament.uk>; andrewg.murphy@parliament.uk 
Subject: Nightclub Fund - [REDACTED] 

 

RE: [REDACTED] 

 

Hi [REDACTED] 

Hope you're well.  

 

I'm not 100% if you are the correct contact I need to speak to but I thought you'd be able to 

point me in the right direction. 

I was passed on your contact by [REDACTED] in Falkirk Council who was dealing with the 

Nightclub fund for our other premise [REDACTED] 

 

I had initially asked [REDACTED]regarding our other premises in Scotland who was the 

contact for Dundee & Glasgow councils to apply and be in touch regarding the Scottish 

Govt's Nightclub Fund as I felt given the criteria set out by the Government that all our of 
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premises would be successful for the fund. [REDACTED]mentioned she would pass our 

other premises details to the relevant contacts in each council.  

 

After passing on details she had since come back to advise "I’ve got some feedback from 

colleagues in Dundee and Glasgow regarding the other businesses. Both advised the other 

venues didn’t meet the criteria as are live music venues and are therefore not on the list."  

 

I wanted to find out who was the best person(s) to speak to and dispute this with and ensure 

our premises we're deemed eligible?  

 

Following [REDACTED]'s email above I spoke to our National Coordinator at Music Venue 

Trust regarding it as I was confused as our venues meet all points listed by Scottish 

Government as being eligible for the Nightclub Fund 

(https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-business-contingency-

fund/pages/eligibility/) and it doesn't state that Music Venues are ineligible at any point on 

the criteria or eligibility list sent by Falkirk Council or published by Scottish Govt on their 

website but [REDACTED]advised our premises "didn't meet the criteria". 

 

I have since been in touch with our licensing lawyer who deals with all of our premises at 

[REDACTED]& she advised that all of our premises meet the criteria listed by the Scottish 

Government in regard to the link above and criteria sent by Falkirk Council. She also noted 

that all 4 premises don't have "Music Venue" on the licenses as there is no such type of 

licence and that each premise is operated in all terms of the word as a "Nightclub" in addition 

to hosting the various live events and as mentioned before meet all points of the criteria set 

out by the government. 

 

I understand your are working from information provided to you but I wondered if you could 

advise of the correct person(s) I may dispute this and speak to regarding this as with all 

information set out by Government and the advice given that I contact the council regarding 

it we deem our premises should be eligible for the fund and it's a fund we are very much in 

need of securing to ensure the venue remains secure and able to open in future.  

 

Appreciate your help on the matter. 

 

Thanks, [REDACTED] 

--  

[REDACTED] 
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------------------------------------------- 
From: 
[FirstMinisterWebsite@gov.scot][SMTP:FIRSTMINISTERWEBSITE@GOV.SCOT] 
Sent: 10 November 2020 18:20:31 
To: First Ministers Website Mailbox 
Subject: Opening on Thursday 
Auto forwarded by a Rule 
 
From: [REDACTED] 
Subject: Opening on Thursday 
 
Message Body: 
Hi First Minister  
 
Would it be possible for me to open my bar in Hamilton for 4 hours on Thursday for 
20 people (all will be track and traced + temperature checked upon entry) to watch 
the Serbia v Scotland match? 
 
This is the mens best chance to reach a major tournament for 22 years. 
 
Yours in hope 
 
[REDACTED] 
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